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Stephanie Koning (1981 Zaandam, the
Netherlands) is an artist who works in a
variety of media.

As a young girl Koning dreamt of writing
and illustrating books. She spent days
sketching characters for her stories.
School never got her interest, except for
the art-classes. She often avoided the
boring classes to spent the hours in the
woods, writing poems and making drawings
of the things around her.

Straight after Koning completed school in
2000, she left the Netherlands for the
nature of Scandinavia and, months later,
her first journey to New Zealand.
In 2001 she started studying Photography
at the Utrecht Art Academy.
Compelled by social issues Koning became
drawn into the genre of human interest
photography and, as a result, created
stunning photo-documentation of the
Salvation Army in her birthplace, SOS
children Village in Kathmandu, the gothic
girls-scene in the Netherlands and young
schoolchildren on a school in Turkey.
After three successful years of photography
she became restless and left the academy
to travel. At the age of 21 she made a
pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela in
Spain. This adventure made a deep impact
on her life and her later work.

In 2007 she started her study at the Art
School of Amsterdam where she graduated
in 2011. Her final work featured a series of
smudged and black humoured charcoal
animations. The content of the animations

shifting between innocence and the tender,
yet sometimes dark desires, she holds
in silence.

In 2012 she wrote and illustrated her first
children’s book: “Between Heaven and
Earth”.
Koning delved into a world where childhood
innocence takes pensive steps into a world
full of hope and wonder.

Since 2001 Koning has worked in the three
biggest museums of Amsterdam, she has
been teaching drawing, painting and print-
making to adults and children and she has
worked in several schools in the Nether-
lands, teaching arts and culture.
In 2010 she started her own enterprise,
teaching photography and animation to
teenagers in several schools in Amsterdam
and through her studio in Haarlem.

In 2012 Koning left the Netherlands for
New Zealand. She discovered papercutting
through a book she found in her new
home-town. As soon as she saw the work
of some of the worlds greatest papercut-
artists she fell in love with the possibilities
of paper.
She spends her evenings entranced by a
world of silhouettes where whimsical
characters play between the dark and light
spaces. Her work shows the inspiration of a
deadening winter landscape where naked
branches tip and twist in the wind, winding
path ways for her tiny characters to
explore.

Whilst beachcombing Hawkes Bays coast-
lines, Koning found pebbles and driftwood
that soon became minute canvases. Drawn
into a miniature world, Koning is exploring
self portraiture, femininity and the tension
between the form and flow of the objects
themselves.

Her artworks are characterized by their
serenity, beauty and harmony.
Koning is mainly inspired by the solitude
experienced in nature, the mysteriousness
of winterized forests and abandoned
spaces, youthful memories and being on
the road.

Stephanie Koning currently lives and works
in New Zealand.




